
Quick list Finding Dutch Flow  
First of all you have to know that Dutch Flow exists.  
It is a great place where learning and speaking Dutch is easy….  
Then you need to decide that you like to go there and…  
you need to start  moving until you are there!   
 

 

 Fast learning 

The gracious circle is great  
You learn fast  
You feel good about your self  
You llike Dutch  
You learn fast  
You love Dutch even more 
You feel good about yourself  
You love Dutch  
You have great results  
Things get better and better  
It feels good 
You feel good!  
 

The vicious bitchy circle is not amusing  
You learn slowly 
It does not feel good 
You don’t like Dutch that much 
Learning goes even slower 
You start to dislike Dutch a little bit more 
It does not feel good  
You lose interest 
Results get worse 
And you don’t feel good about yourself 
You say that you don’t really need Dutch 
But still… it does not feel good! :(  

Things that cause fast learning 
Clarity and logic 
Excitement 
Sense of belonging  
Curiosity 
Humor 
Fun  
Great results  
Playfulness  
Great fellow students  
Feeling inspired  
Commitment  
Positive laser beam focus 
Courage 
Etc…. 

Things that cause slow learning  
Confusion 
Boredom 
Lack of clarity 
Chicken thinking*  
Interruptions  
Trying to do it after work  
Being too serious 
Fear of making mistakes  
Only studying  
Self doubt  
Intellectual blah blah  
Lack of relevance 
Staying passive about it 
Etc…. 

You can learn fast and speak great Dutch  
if you open your mind  
 
And why not…  
you could open your           too!  
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Slow learning 



One important thing is: launch your Dutch language rocket!  
For that you’ll need to put in some energy  
 
A rocket uses at leat 50% of all its fuel while launching…  
But… once it flies, then moving forward is relatively easy.  
         you will need a lot less energy then 
 
The first thing that you need to do is to create momentum!  
When you want to launch your rocket, you’ll meet resistance.  

 
…  

Another way to explain is the law of the pizza  
When you want to have a pizza,  you need to leave it in an oven  
     for some time 
If you take your pizza out after one minute, then put it in the oven again,  
      after one week  then you’ll never have pizza…. 
So if you like hot steamy Dutch, then you know what to do!   

If you like to reach a whole new level, for your Dutch  
then continue to walk  
Do not get distracted  
Do not allow interruptions  
The fastest way to move up is to  
   do it in one row!  
Don’t stop, don’t walk back 
Go for it right now!  
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What if speaking Dutch is a great adventure with loads of fun?  
 
 

Yes… resistance can be intensive… it can be really really strong…  
It often feels that something is pushing you back…  
But ….you’ll overcome resistance if you give your full energy and power !  

There is one great thing about speaking Dutch 
Once it starts to flow  
It will keep flowing! 
 
Find Dutch Flow now and Open The Floodgate  
                                                 to Dutch Fluency!   
 


